TEAM BUILDING VIETNAM
FOR INTERNATIONAL CORPORATE
CLIENTS TO VIETNAM

The Emperor’s Secret in Hanoi
One of the most ancient capital cities of one thousand years of History in
South East Asia. With its old temples, sanctuaries and shrines that are
closely related to the amazing history of Thang Long – Ha Noi.

Recent archeological excavation discovered an abundance of relics within
Hanoi, Revealing the enormous scale and aspect of Thang Long ‘s History.
Accidentally, archaeologists found a relic letter from within the ruins,
written by an imperial maid who lived during the Ly dynasty period. She
detailed in the manuscript the location of the famous Ly Emperor’s hidden
treasure…
Participants will have the opportunity
to discover the History of Hanoi by
participating in a fun and interactive
educational race around the city.
The team will be required to work
together in order to solve the clues
leading them to their next destination.
The main objective is to solve the
Emperors 1000 year old secret by
working as a team through the
challenging course…

Team Building Vietnam
This is a special tailored made Team
building Vietnam – city treasure hunt
for International Corporate Group to
Hanoi - The activity offers the
opportunity to explore the city in an
extraordinary way and of course in a
fun and truly distinctive manner….

Team Building Vietnam
The program is tailored made for
participants on a tight schedule so
they too can experience Vietnam’s
spoke of charm!

For more information about Team Building
in Vietnam please contact us at
info@asiatopdmc.com

Thank you for taking the time to view this
presentation. We certainly look forward to working
with you to ensure your events are a great success
and that all of your distinguished delegates leave
Vietnam with amazing memories
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